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The last decade has seen a proliferation of research on algorithms. Algorithms were shown to influence the content we see online (Gillespie 2018), our chances of getting a job or a loan (Pasquale 2013), our relationships with our friends, colleagues or bosses (Bucher 2018), and even how we express and understand ourselves (Turow and Couldry 2018). Algorithms were also shown to affect our identities (Cheney-Lippold 2017), our choices (Yeung 2017), and our autonomy (Rouvroy 2013), and to mirror, and at times exacerbate social inequalities (Noble 2018; Benjamin 2019; Buolamwini and Gebru 2018; Eubanks 2018). At the same time, scholars have begun to examine the ties between algorithms and culture (Seaver 2017; Christin 2018; Ribak 2019; Seyfert and Roberge 2016), describing algorithms as products of complex socio-algorithmic assemblages (Gillespie 2016, 24), with often very local socio-technical histories (Kitchin 2017, 16; Seaver 2017).

However, while the power of algorithms is becoming unmistakable, the spatial trajectories through which algorithms operate, and the specific socio-cultural contexts in which they arise have been largely overlooked. That is, research overwhelmingly focuses on American companies (and particularly, on a handful of Silicon Valley companies) and on the effects their algorithms have on Euro-American users. But
algorithms are in fact being developed in various geographical locations, and they are being used in highly diverse socio-cultural contexts. Moreover, companies, engineers, and even algorithms themselves often move from one geographic location to the next. That is, research on algorithms tends to disregard the heterogeneous contexts in which algorithms arise, the spatial aspects of algorithmic production, and the effects various cultural settings have on the production of algorithmic systems.

Focusing on case studies from China, Israel, and Canada, we will ask: How do developers view information privacy at the intersection of local and global flows of ideas? How cultural identities and cross-cultural encounters construct notions of privacy? How is algorithmic bias and discrimination understood and acted upon in China? What symbolical and material resources were invested in making Canada’s AI hubs? And how do Israeli tech companies use their algorithms to overlook culture and profile their “Others”? Focusing on algorithmic production across three continents, this panel offers to think beyond the paradigm of Silicon Valley, and to aim towards a more nuanced, culturally sensitive approach to the study algorithms.

Discussant: Angele Christin, Stanford University
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Contemporary AI systems execute value-based decisions (Zarsky, 2016) which must be attentive to national and transnational laws and regulations, and sensitive to cultural norms and values (Jafari-Naimi, 2018). This poses a challenge to the global companies that develop them – specifically, how privacy is to be designed when it is a contested and contextual concept, ridden by cultural variation (Mulligan, Koopman & Doty, 2016; Nissenbaum, 2004). Developers in these companies are assigned with interpreting global architectures into vernacular interfaces, and local practices into worldwide platforms and infrastructures. As inadvertent cultural producers (Neff, 2012), their daily work involves negotiating tensions between local and global, ethical and technical ideas and values. Yet ideas and values are not easily nor transparently inscribed into cultural products; so rather than copy and paste, the developers translate them (Frenkel, 2005; Latour, 1987). The challenges to privacy that they identify, and the solutions they develop, both mediate and are mediated by the web of local and global interests and practices of which they are a part.

This view of IT workers as socio-technical mediators appears to inform the recent surge in research on developers' values and their perceptions of privacy. Overall, these studies suggest that developers do not prioritize privacy, and are not critical or reflective about the privacy implications of their work. For instance, in interviews with workers in Facebook and Google, Jørgensen (2018) identifies “a disconnect between the internal discourse on freedom of expression and privacy at Google and Facebook, and external concerns relating to these issues” (p. 341); his interviewees believe that privacy and freedom of expression are cherished by their companies, and are to be protected from government threats. While such studies shed light on developers' perceptions and values, we know surprisingly little about these developers and their work environments. The groundbreaking work of Bamberger and Mulligan (2013) constitutes an exception in localizing the production of privacy. Through interviews with corporate privacy leaders in the US, Germany, France and Spain, Bamberger and Mulligan learn about the ways in which companies’ Chief Privacy Officers translate legal and regulatory discourse to the company and supervise its implementation in company risk management and product development.

Studies of cross-cultural encounters in high-tech companies shed light on two complementary moves: encounters both accentuate cultural identities and enhance cultural flows. Such tensions appear even more pronounced in imbalanced encounters between workers hailing from developed and developing economies – e.g. a visit of Pakistani software developers to the partnering book publishing company in Denmark (Zahedi & Babar, 2016), designating the outsourced team as an “offshore.” Takhteyev's ethnography of software developers in Rio de Janeiro (2012) highlights flows of ideas and practices between Silicon Valley and “places that can also be aptly described as ‘not Silicon Valley’,” where the overwhelming majority of developers’ work (p. 205).
Takhteyev characterizes a ‘diasporic’ situation of peripheral practitioners, who engage simultaneously in the local mainstream culture and the global culture of the practice.

These conceptual threads underlie the following research questions:

*How do developers view information privacy at the intersection of local and global flows of ideas and practices?*

*How are notions of information privacy implicated in cultural identities, and how cross-cultural encounters, in turn, construct notions of privacy?*

**Materializing privacy in developer communities**

In preliminary interviews (Ribak, 2019), I probed at the role of cross-cultural encounters in mediating developers’ notions of information privacy. As against the construction of developers as a generic occupational category, the analysis highlighted the role of cultural identity in the ways developers conceive of and commodify user information.

Specifically, the analysis identified four themes that shed light on the intersection of local ideas and practices, cross-cultural encounters, and the production and commodification of users' personal information: (1) the trajectory of the company as it is narrated into a founding myth, and the ways in which changing concepts of privacy are interwoven in its evolution; (2) workers’ personal and professional biographies, as narrations of their interests, priorities, and shifting positions within this dynamic matrix; (3) stories about external regulatory forces that impose privacy standards on the one hand and cultural diversity or homogeneity on the other; and (4) observations on how cross-cultural variation and regulation are translated into and intertwined with work practices, rituals and communication formats.

The analysis suggests, then, that developers' ecosystems, as multicultural, global environments, are arenas in which local ideas about privacy are negotiated and take shape. In the proposed presentation I analyze additional interviews with developers from diverse cultural backgrounds, asking how peripheries matter, and how ideas materialize in code.

In a recent piece, titled “how Silicon Valley sets time,” Judy Wajcman (2019) draws on interviews with designers, software engineers and product managers to explore how their economic rationality and efficiency express themselves in the scheduling apps they produce. She explains:

> “Like all artifacts, electronic calendars […] are the result of a series of specific decisions made by particular groups of people at particular times and in particular places. As such, technologies are crystallizations of society: they bear the imprint of the people and the social context in which they develop” (2019, p. 1276).

In this spirit, Wajcman perceptively describes her interviewees’ hyper-productive culture, and critically observes how their preoccupation with time, as a linear and ownable resource, informs their efforts to quantify and calibrate it and minimize waste. Wajcman makes the point that her interviewees are also users of the technology, although of course – as the very pilgrimage to Palo Alto (an “iconic place” (p. 1286))
suggests – these are not ordinary consumers – or even ordinary producers – of calendars. In the presentation I adopt Wajcman's rationale, but attempt to draw production closer to the ground by studying it in “not Silicon Valley” (Takhteyev, 2012). Specifically, I expand the breadth and the depth of the exploratory interviews I conducted in order to compare different “not Silicon Valley” locations in order to make finer distinctions between different peripheral sites.
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As the understanding that algorithms pervade and shape countless aspects of everyday life has gained consensus in academia and mass media, the corollary realization that they can have discriminatory outcomes has likewise become widely accepted—yet the question of how bias is perceived and responded to outside of North American and Western European cultural contexts remains neglected. Algorithms can be discriminatory in other geographies, cultures, and languages, which makes understanding the phenomena that people outside of Western democracies identify as demonstrative of algorithmic bias valuable in advancing this field of study. China presents a rich site for this type of inquiry. International perceptions of China have coalesced around the image of a technological juggernaut pouring funding into developing artificial intelligence (AI) applications, whose government uses much of this technology to surveil its citizens and curb their freedom of expression, and whose technology industry is now exporting these tools. The prevalence of these narratives has to date obscured fundamental questions of how internal debates on what constitutes inappropriate uses of technology in China are playing out—debates that must be accounted for if conversations about China’s technological development are to evolve.

Assuming that China’s government and technology firms will seek more control in international tech policy-making processes to match the state’s purported status as a global leader in AI development, researchers have an imperative to investigate how issues of algorithmic discrimination are viewed within the country. Such studies can explicate the domestic Chinese discourse around regulation of algorithmic systems, and contextualize how Chinese policymakers might act in international tech policymaking arenas. This paper offers a first step towards building this understanding, in the form of a literature review of Mandarin sources spanning academic, tech industry, news media, and policy texts that address algorithmic bias (算法歧视, suànfǎ qíshì).

The paper’s core source texts comprise Chinese research papers, policy documents, and news articles centered around discussions of terms and concepts in direct translation from English, such as algorithmic discrimination and black box algorithms (黑箱算法, hēixiāng suànfǎ). The literature review also surfaced new words and phrases that have emerged in China to describe related issues, e.g., the roughly translated “big data swindling” (大数据杀熟, dà shùjù shā shú) to describe price discrimination against frequent users of digital platforms whose massive data profiling capabilities enable companies to exploit users’ differential willingness to pay in China’s mostly oligopolistic...
How does this range of authors define algorithmic discrimination and identify real-world examples of it in China and beyond? What are the proposed solutions to problems of algorithmic discrimination, and who is tasked with the responsibility of executing them? And finally, do conversations about algorithmic discrimination provide an avenue for discussing sensitive sociopolitical issues in China?

Certain arguments, examples, and calls to action recur across these sources. Examples of algorithmic bias tend to draw from the US context, including frequent references to the racially biased COMPAS pretrial risk and sentencing assessment tool, alongside others such as Google’s gender-based discriminatory practices in delivering job advertisements through search and racial biases reproduced in facial recognition systems (Ji 2018). More in-depth examples from China include framing price discrimination in e-commerce and ride-hailing apps as a form of algorithmic bias which state media itself recognizes as such (Yang and Luo 2019, Wen 2018), and elements of the Supreme People’s Court “smart court” (智能法院, zhìnéng fǎyuàn) project to integrate AI into courtrooms across China (Sun 2019). Still other sources diverge from critiques of ethnic, gender, and consumer discrimination in arguing that China’s algorithmic bias problems stem from a lack of data produced in rural, poor areas of the country (Ji 2018). Citing state-produced data on the lower number of mobile phone users in these regions, this argument posits that the lack of data from non-metropolitan areas is reflected in digital under-representation of, and ultimately discrimination against, these populations. Without directly referencing the literature on “data deserts,” this line of reasoning closely mirrors some of the same conclusions and proposed solutions to that framing of the problem.

Comparative exercises across the literature are often followed by imperatives to adopt Western-style educational and commercial practices. Multiple sources gesture to top US universities’ course offerings on AI ethics and the social impacts of AI to suggest that Chinese students also require this kind of education in addition to their technical training (Liu and Chi 2019). This view pairs with the acknowledgment that there is a dearth of scholarly attention to algorithmic discrimination in China (Yang and Luo 2019). Similarly, the identification of major US tech companies that are developing internal AI ethics roles and teams highlights how Chinese firms could learn from this precedent (Sun 2019), a solution that falls under the more nebulous call for stricter self-regulation (自律, zìlǜ) within companies (Yan 2019). Tech companies notably make little mention of algorithmic discrimination, or do so superficially as in an “annual trends” report from social media and entertainment company Tencent that listed algorithmic discrimination as a trending tech issue of 2019 alongside net neutrality.

Note 2: The literal translation of this term would be more akin to the clunky “big data-enabled killing through familiarity,” where the latter portion of the phrase, 杀熟 (shā shú), is a colloquialism used to describe taking advantage of someone one is personally close to in order to benefit oneself, e.g., when seeking employment. While this phrase tends to describe interactions with relatives and friends, when it is used in conjunction with big data the “familiarity” comes from the ways in which companies’ massive datasets culled from their customers’ online activity enables them to understand those individuals’ behaviors and exploit or manipulate them into paying a premium for goods and services.
Elsewhere, Chinese legal scholars compare US anti-discrimination law to what they see as its weaker Chinese counterpart in order to make the case that the latter is ill-equipped to manage algorithmic discrimination and must therefore be reformed. Calls for revision of existing data protection laws to include language on algorithmic bias remain unmet (Cui 2019). Both types of policy revision recommendations avert the suggestion of creating entirely separate laws around the use of algorithmic systems more generally, or drafting of sector-specific regulations.

The growing discourse on algorithmic discrimination in China is itself a challenge to the notion that all Chinese citizens uncritically accept the incursion of algorithmic systems into everyday life. It may also provide the seeds of understanding of what Chinese tech companies, policymakers, and other social institutions value in the development of automated systems. Such a foundation could enable scholarly analyses to look beyond the trinity of fairness, accountability, and transparency that have become omnipresent in much writing about algorithmic bias in the West.
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3 This position might surprise experts on US law given the understanding that the burden of proof for bringing discrimination cases in the United States is often regarded as too high for most plaintiffs to meet. Critiques of how this is further complicated when algorithmic systems become involved have emerged in response to the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s proposed rule to protect companies who use algorithmic decision-making tools in the housing industry from being sued for discriminatory treatment or outcomes these systems might be found to cause. See: Selbst, Andrew. 2019. A New HUD Rule Would Effectively Encourage Discrimination by Algorithm. Slate. 

4 Although some drafted laws around data protection address algorithmic recommendation systems and the need to respect users’ rights to opt out of having their data collected for this purpose, these protections were likely designed as a response to targeted advertising rather providing false or harmful information rather than the set of issues the literature labels as indicative of algorithmic discrimination. Ramzy, Austin. 2016. China Investigates Baidu After Student’s Death From Cancer. New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/04/world/asia/china-baidu-investigation-student-cancer.html.
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While the social consequences of algorithms have been systematically discussed (Noble 2018; Benjamin 2019; Eubanks 2018; O’Neal 2016; Bucher 2018; Gillespie 2016), research on algorithms tends to assume that the companies that write and run big data algorithms are American, and accordingly, that the global spread of such algorithms is unidirectional – from “the West” onwards. Similarly, while recent research has shown that algorithms stem from specific socio-cultural contexts (Seaver 2017; Christin 2018; Ribak 2019; Shestakofsky 2017), and that data tends to mirror the social surroundings from which it was extracted (Angwin et al. 2016; Crawford 2016), the distances and differences between the people who develop such algorithms and the users their algorithms affect remain overlooked.

Moreover, while recent research tends to compare algorithmic powers to colonial powers (Couldry and Mejias 2019; Mann and Daly 2019), the move from the colonial gaze (Yegenoglu 1998; Said 1995) to the algorithmic gaze (Graham 2010) has yet to be discussed. This paper aims to fill these gaps and ask: How do companies use their algorithms to “see” and profile their Other? What happens to this Saidian knowledge/power nexus when knowledge about the Other is algorithmically produced? And what is the role of the algorithmic gaze in the expansion of “data colonialism”? This paper will answer these questions by focusing on the case study of an Israeli data analytics company and its attempts to sell its algorithmic products to companies in East Asia.

This paper is based on a 5-year ethnographic study of the Israeli data analytics industry that included 40 semi-structured interviews, participant observations, online content analyses, and more. Particularly, this presentation will focus on the case study of Extractive – an Israeli company that provides user profiling algorithms to companies in Singapore, China, and the Philippines. I will show that Extractive’s view of the Other stems from multiple opposing-but-complimentary perspectives: from their “culture agnostic” algorithms that can allegedly overlook culture, race, or locality; from the names of their categories that stem from a globalist, techno-elitist ethos; and finally, from their more traditional, Orientalist attempts to capitalize from the otherness of the Other.

I will accordingly argue that this algorithmic gaze is simultaneously a continuation of the colonial gaze and its exact opposite. It is a gaze that disregards culture, but at the same time highlights cultural differences; a gaze that generates countless hyper-individuated identities but that also categorizes people into a handful of supposedly universal categories. A gaze that potentially offers softer ways of seeing (Cheney-Lippold 2017; Lash and Lury 2007), but that falls back into and is based on more “traditional”, racist worldviews. I will argue that these opposing-but-complimentary perspectives work together to create Extractive’s expansionary vision, to pave their way into Other
territories, or at the very least, to help them secure their place on the right side of the “big data divide” (Andrejevic 2014). That is, I will show that through their multi-focal view of the Other, this company is creating its own “imaginary cartography of the internet” (Marchart 1998) as a territory that is divided between data collectors and data subalterns – those who see and those who are being seen – while technologically and discursively placing themselves on the “right” side of that map.

Thus, this paper follows Milan and Treré's call to move past the universalist view of datafication (Milan and Treré 2019), but it also challenges the presumption that algorithmic power flows from its centers in the West out to the global peripheries. In fact, as this paper will demonstrate, the algorithmic gaze is dependent upon different actors across different geographic locations, as well as on the dynamic interactions between them. And so, while recent discussions on algorithms and their power overwhelmingly focus on Euro-American companies, we should keep in mind the multi-directional flow of such powers, as well as the multi-cultural relations that sustain them.
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When, in 2019, a first Canadian team rose to win an NBA championship (the Toronto Raptors), it was accompanied by this novel slogan and sense of pride: “We the North”. By itself, such motto is surprising as it indicates a strong, yet diffuse identity where the city and the country are replaced by a powerful, if hard to describe “way of life”. A similar phenomenon can be observed with the emergence of the no-less widely adopted call for a “Silicon Valley of the North”. Indeed, Toronto and Montreal have both seen artificial intelligence (AI) hubs emerged around star researchers like Geoffrey Hinton (UofT) and Yoshua Bengio (UdM) and the subsequent interest of companies like Google, Samsung and Uber to leverage Canada’s noted availability of machine learning (ML) specialists (Metz, 2017b). Figuring how and why this decentering of technological development away from California was made possible requires to focus on the relevant entrepreneurial and institutional translators as well as their symbolical and material resources. Because many of these developments and strategies rest on the unchallenged assumption that AI is a force for the “betterment of humankind”, their impacts, including on Canadian culture and society, have yet to be fully investigated (Roberge et al., 2019).

Three elements are central to this particular new political economy of AI. First, it is indispensable to acknowledge the past and current contributions of Canadian institutions. This started with CIFAR’s commitment in the 1980s, a time when the technique was deemed unfashionable, and is continued today with the C$125-million Pan-Canadian AI Strategy, or the C$100-million invested by the province of Quebec, of which 80% has been committed to Bengio-led Montreal Institute for Learning Algorithms (MILA). Second, the MILA itself is significant in the way its very mandate calls for the intermingling of corporate, academic and government actors (Etzkowitz & Leidesdorff 2000). This participates in an ecological mentality where, following what Slaughter & Rhodes have termed “academic capitalism”, institutional domains blur and hybridize with one another (2010). Third, it should be noted how AI developments are inseparable from a specific ethos or model of “open science” (Leonelli 2013). Researchers see the sharing of information as progress in and of itself. The obligation to choose to pursue a career in either academia or industry becomes less of an issue once research-inclined corporate labs allow, if not actively encourage the publication of research results in scientific journals and conferences. Knowing the shortage of qualified personnel, such open science practices are instrumentally adopted to navigate the “war to attract talents”, often going as far as offering dual affiliation (Metz, 2017a). Unrestricted circulation of people and ideas thus allows for companies to track the best of university research and to reach scientists wherever they are, may that be close to the North Pole as in the cases of Montreal and Toronto.
Elucidating the rise of AI in the Canadian context implies not only to look at the political economy involved but also the discursive practices that convoyed them (Roberge et al., forthcoming). When discussed, the risks of AI have been addressed through the self-regulation of technology firms, as was the case for instance with Google’s involvement with OpenAI in the US (Grygiel & Brown, 2019). In Canada, the federal government, Quebec and Ontario each have developed their approaches to ethical AI. Quebec and Montreal have both signed the Montreal Declaration for a Responsible Development of Artificial Intelligence, while Ontario, conversely, has yet to adopt the comparable Toronto Declaration. The Federal Government has adopted impact assessment guidelines on its internal use of AI (McKelvey & Macdonald, 2019). What is it then that these initiatives have in common that enables AI ethics to occupy such a central stage? For problematizations to develop into symbolical justifications, fears are to be addressed, interpretations are to be tempered, and sensitivities are to find a language by which they can be communicated. As Greene et al. note, “Building a moral background for ethical design is partly about shaping public perception, providing the concepts through which AI/ML can be understood” (2019: 8).

The Montreal Declaration, for instance, is the result of a two-year process of consultation with diverse actors from public and private sectors. Problematically, its guiding principles never question whether AI technologies are safe, if specific forms should be developed, or whether certain surveillance technologies should be made illegal. The fact of the matter is that the Montreal Declaration’s value statements and core principles are so broad that they do not even specifically address AI. It calls for instance for a development of AI that “must contribute to the realization of a just and fair society”; or, yet again, that “must eliminate relationships of domination between groups and people based on differences of power, wealth, or knowledge” (IA Responsible, 2018). That the automation of knowledge-production is the sole definition of ML, the reason why people invest time and money, and the way that firms are able to create such metamorphoses within power and capital distribution, are simply ignored.

As a conclusion, the presentation will attempt at understanding what there is up North in Canada as emblematic of broader algorithmic deployment of late: dense, yet diffuse spatial implementation; the construction of material as well as (because of) symbolically-rich environment. In Montreal and Toronto, the mantra is “governance at a distance”, i.e. to navigate the complexities of the present, it is deemed better to aim for a horizon that is as remote as possible and hope for the best. The Quebec government has, for example, no data privacy reform planned, nothing to say about facial recognition, and only a vague understanding of the consequences AI will have on the job market and higher education. As it turns out, real investments are mostly about tech-chauvinism, that is yet another attempt at filling-in what could only remain a sort of “we the north” empty-signifier.
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